OWNER-FLOWN
PROGRAM
Private pilots today enjoy aircraft
options never before possible. Newtechnology aircraft place the benefits
of high-speed jet travel within your
reach. But along with those options
come an increasingly complex market
structure, “start-up” manufacturers
with unproven systems, and aircrew
training requirements that may exceed your experience. Unless you
remain active in the industry, such options may appear daunting, or leave
you with a false sense of security as to
a proper course of action. When does
it make sense to take that next step?
Founders Aviation removes the “guess
work” from these decisions, with experts acting as your advocate every
step of the way. Let our staff put proven consulting and trusted representation to work for you: pilot capability
assessments, transition & proficiency
training, aircraft placement, logistical
support, maintenance, and daily managerial tasks. Let Founders Aviation
simplify your ownership experience,
and give you more time to safely enjoy
flying!

EVALUATE
YOUR OPTIONS

Whether you’re considering an aircraft
upgrade, interested in exploring how
to simplify aircraft management tasks,
or in need of proficiency training to increase your margin of safety, Founders
Aviation is ready to get you there!

FOUNDERS AVIATION’S OWNER-FLOWN PROGRAM is
designed to meet the needs of current aircraft owner-pilots by
providing market expertise, professional training, and managerial
staff necessary to easy your ownership experience and provide
ongoing peace of mind.
Are you currently an owner of a light-jet? Are you interested in
upgrading from a prop aircraft? Would guidance, management
and training from industry experts benefit you?
CONSULTING: Founders Aviation conducts an initial consultation
together with you, to initiate guidance through the complex market
space of newer light-jet technology. Ensuring an appropriate
match for your travel needs and skill level, we’ll design an
acquisition and sustainment strategy that fits your financial profile.
ACQUISITION: Through our trusted network of manufacturers
and secondary market providers, we ensure the purchase process
is free from difficulty.
MANAGEMENT & LOGISTICS: We remove the burden from you.
Our ground crews and staff provide support and maintenance to
ensure your aircraft always flies at peak performance.
TRAINING: Founders Aviation has expert training and safety staff
to ensure you attain the goals and level of expertise needed to
make flying safe and fun.
Basic – Ground training and 10-15 hours of flight time,
dedicated to general aircraft familiarization, glass cockpit
flying basics, high altitude, normal and emergency procedures,
instrument approaches, and take-offs and landings.
Intermediate – Approximately 25 hours of flight time going
through the skill set mentioned above, and adding full
emergency procedures and several longer-range flights to
enhance high-altitude navigation and IFR flying skills.
Advanced – 35-40 flight hours with review of the previous
components, adding supplementary flying event and night
operations.

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE TO

SUCCESS
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